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1. INTRODUCTION 
Aditro Oy provides robust and reliable payroll software solutions for different 
kind of users, such as private and public organizations. These solutions are typi-
cally Web-based applications on the top of Windows platform technologies. 
Verkkopalkka application (Verkkopalkka Application 2016) is one of the solu-
tions developed within Aditro Oy in order to provide payroll contract manage-
ment operations. This application is able to supply payslips to employees 
through electronic means and can be easily integrated to other payroll systems. 
Nowadays, Web-based applications are part of daily life for every person with 
internet access. They are meant to provide functionalities that make the interac-
tion with the world much easier and also open unlimited amount of options to 
solve different kind of problems. Web-based solutions are facing big challenges 
when talking about security and user’s identity management (Identity manage-
ment 2016). 
These challenges usually involve big investments related to improvements in 
user’s identity management and delegation operations. Different kind of authen-
tication and authorization solutions have been proposed since Web-based soft-
ware started to become popular and widely used to make business through in-
ternet. 
Windows Active Directory (Active Directory 2016) is one of the most common, 
cheapest and popular solutions to manage users and their roles. This kind of so-
lution is able to authenticate and authorize all users and computers in a domain. 
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In order to generate more revenue within Aditro Oy and possibly reduce costs, 
Verkkopalkka application has to be improved and generate more value by re-
placing Active Directory component with a more powerful and flexible user 
identity management solution. 
In order to generate more revenue, technology and business managers have fig-
ured out that Verkkopalkka application had to become a more competitive prod-
uct in order to increase organization and product value. The strategy (Yannis, 
Bakos J. & Treacy, Michael E. 1986:107-119) adopted to meet the business needs, 
was designed to transform this application into a more competitive product in 
terms of more flexible and easier user’s identity management and role delegation 
(Crampton, J. & Khambhammettu, H. 2008:123-136.). 
More competitive and flexible product in terms of user’s identity management 
and role delegation are important elements that focused on providing benefit in 
different business areas. The biggest challenge to create value and business ad-
vantage, is making a suitable and appropriate strategic decision to fulfil business 
requirements that look for reducing costs and generate good revenue. 
Based on the next business requirements: 
1. Design Verkkopalkka’s identity management and role delegation module 
as a loosely coupled (Loose coupling 2016) component. The main motiva-
tion behind this requirement is providing more flexibility to reduce costs 
related to maintenance or replacement of this component with eventually 
better and cheaper technologies in future. 
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2. Minimize the amount of work required to manage new and existing Verk-
kopalkka’s users within Aditro Oy. This requirement looks for adopting a 
more flexible and semi-automated role delegation system that enables ex-
ternal Service Provider Administrators to manage their own users. Trans-
ferring Verkkopalkka’s user management responsibility to external users, 
will optimize user management operations and reduce operational costs 
within Aditro Oy. It will also increase customer satisfaction by eliminating 
completely redundant user administration. 
3. Replace Microsoft Active Directory technology with a better and more 
flexible third-party technology. This new technology will initially increase 
the operational costs because of licensing, but will bring more benefit 
when the amount of users grows because the licensing costs will be re-
duced accordingly. The more users the systems has the cheaper are the 
licenses. 
4. Allow a single user authentication (Shi, S.B. et Al. 1999) process across 
multiple IT systems or organizations. The ultimate goal is to enable users 
of different domains to securely access Verkkopalkka application. This 
feature will provide the possibility of connecting more customers to Verk-
kopalkka application by allowing more flexible access. 
The final investment decisions have considered the next questions based on costs 
and possible return on investment:  
1. Develop or use an existing identity management technology considering 
associated costs? 
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2. How to enable portability of identity information across autonomous se-
curity domains to attract more users and generate more revenue? 
3. What kind of technology would support the required features and face 
properly the challenges associated with cross-domain access, including 
reasonable short and long term costs, such as licensing and maintenance 
fees? 
Verkkopalkka application required more flexible user’s identity management 
functionalities to fulfill business strategy and create more organization value. 
Creating business advantage and setting up an adequate technology manage-
ment procedure is a relevant part of this project which is based on proper selec-
tion and integration of a flexible and reliable identity management technology. 
Technology selection has to facilitate security operations and cross-domain ac-
cess. Ubisecure (Ubisecure 2016) platform is the technology that best matches the 
needs and provides the necessary features to keep costs low and potentially in-
crease revenue because would enable more users to use Verkkopalkka applica-
tion in a better and more secure way. 
It is important to mention that this kind of integration between Verkkopalkka 
and Ubisecure platform, was designed and implemented in order to be easily 
extended to other Web-based domains. There are different kind of platforms that 
offer user’s identity management and delegation such as Windows Active Direc-
tory, but are not able to give enough flexibility and potentially attract more users 
over different domains to use Verkkopalkka application. Ubisecure platform pro-
vides a good solution to fulfil the integration requirements. 
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In terms of user’s identity management and role delegation, different kind of ad-
vantages are introduced, such as more flexible delegation model and easier inte-
gration with other Web-based applications. The delegation model was designed 
to enable more users to handle access and roles in their own organizations. 
The project objectives are focused on the mentioned arguments and can be di-
vided into two different categories: 
1. General 
Evaluating the benefits regarding the integration between Verkkopalkka 
and Ubisecure is the general goal of this research. This goal focuses on 
analyzing the positive effects that such integration is generating regarding 
business and application value. 
The main purpose of this research is analyzing how the business has cur-
rently improved in terms of profitability of the overall investment. 
2. Specific 
Specific goals are focused on analyzing numeric data that provides better 
overview of the investment in short and long term. In terms of Return on 
Investment and Total Cost of Ownership, there are three specific goals: 
• To evaluate Return on Investment based on the Verkkopalkka and 
Ubisecure integration. This goal pursues having a specific idea of the 
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actual and future profit in terms of the investment made to improve 
and make more competitive Verkkopalkka application. 
• To evaluate Total Cost of Ownership depending on Verkkopalkka and 
Ubisecure integration. TCO provides an idea of how much long and 
short term cost is included during and after the integration is com-
pleted. 
The comparison of Total Cost of Ownership over different periods, is 
relevant to know proper information to forecast and make further de-
cisions regarding how expensive is going to be the propose solution in 
the actual and following years. 
Recognizing the benefit of Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure integration for the com-
pany requires exploring and defining the research problem and its most im-
portant details. Defining the research problem has to consider different angles 
that include the next questions: 
1. What is the problem? 
The initial Verkkopalkka solution was integrated with Windows Active 
Directory to provide user handling functionalities. This solution wasn’t 
flexible enough to: 
• Increase both Verkkopalkka’s advantage against other products. 
• Generate more revenue. 
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• Reduce associated costs related to maintenance and administration. 
A new business model and technology strategy demanded changes in 
Verkkopalkka that consider the next problems: 
• According to product and technology managers, Verkkopalkka’s 
identity management functionalities were outdated and not flexible 
enough to expand and increase business value. 
• Aditro Oy wants to reduce Verkkopalkka’s user administration 
costs and improve identity management by integrating a flexible 
and robust federated identity management solution. 
• The identity management integration must be able to offer more 
flexibility in terms of user management and delegation that attract 
more customers to use Verkkopalkka application and minimize ad-
ministration costs within Aditro Oy. 
• Verkkopalkka requires more competitive advantage than other 
products in the market. Therefore the improvements related to 
identity management should increase the attractiveness of the 
product by making remarkably evident the advantages for both or-
ganization and customers. 
Finally, the research problem can be defined in the next sentence: 
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• In terms of revenue and short-long term costs, is the integration be-
tween Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure platform going to be beneficial 
for Aditro Oy based on ROI vs. TCO? 
2. Who has the problem? 
The main problem is that several business areas of Aditro Oy consider that 
Verkkopalkka solution is creating too much overhead in terms of opera-
tional costs as well as limited identity management across different do-
mains. Aditro Oy management board is looking for: 
• Reducing expensive and slow Verkkopalkka’s user handling pro-
cesses, as well as, unnecessary allocation of human resources. 
• Removing limitations related to enable more users of different or-
ganizations and domains to securely access Verkkopalkka applica-
tion. 
In order to do that, a robust integration with a reliable identity manage-
ment platform has to be achieved. This is a complicated task that demands 
a flexible and sustainable solution. This solution has to be easily extended 
into other Web-based domains depending on Aditro Oy needs and tech-
nology requirements. 
3. Why is it important to solve? 
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Aditro management areas need to improve their products and strategies 
to attract new customers, increase revenue and reduce costs. Weaknesses 
in technology and operational processes have been detected. Solving these 
weaknesses mean that Verkkopalkka application will have more ad-
vantage in the market. 
4. What are the goals? 
The main goal is to reduce administration costs, increase revenue and in-
troduce into the market a more competitive product that fulfills Aditro’s 
technology strategy to increase organization and product value. 
Verkkopalkka application has to move into a more flexible and modern 
identity management approach, such as Federated Identity Management. 
Furthermore this technology strategy has to be easily extendable to other 
Aditro Web-based application domains. 
Technically, the main purpose is migrating the actual Verkkopalkka user 
management and delegation solution from Windows Active Directory to 
Ubisecure platform. The scope of this action is facilitating management 
operations for all Verkkopalkka user administrators. 
5. Which are the main challenges? 
The challenges are mainly related to make proper strategic and financial 
decisions, such as: 
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• Selecting an existing identity management technology or develop-
ing a custom solution that fulfills business requirements and gen-
erates more strategic advantage within the market. 
This advantage is associated to increase the company income and 
minimize costs mainly related to support, maintenance and re-
sources. 
• Designing a flexible and generic solution that could be potentially 
reused and integrated with other Aditro systems to increase and 
extend business value into different Aditro Web-based applications 
and domains. 
In the first case, either buying an existing identity management solution 
or developing a custom component, is a decision that depends on how 
much organization value and return on investment can be generated. This 
decision looks for maximizing the benefit and market advantage for the 
current and future business. 
In the second case, designing a flexible and generic solution which is re-
usable in different organization domains, is not an easy task. This require-
ment involves complex tasks that look for solving a problem mainly re-
lated to provide easily extendable identity management and delegation 
model to different Aditro Web-based applications. 
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The main challenge is implementing a solution that fits into the other Web-
based Aditro products, and will reduce future software development and 
maintenance costs. 
6. Which actions are available in the beginning? 
There are some decisions that had to be made by the business and tech-
nical departments regarding the approach to follow before solving the 
problem. Initially the most relevant concern was deciding whether to 
build up a custom identity management platform or integrate an existing 
one with Verkkopalkka application. 
Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure integration depends on the short and long 
term benefit that represent the investment. It is also important mentioning 
that allocating enough development resources and assigning relevant 
tasks are actions that have a big impact on the overall costs. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
New technologies emerge to solve different kind of problems or extend existing 
software solutions. Integrating existing platforms with new technologies have a 
relevant impact on improving the productivity of a company or business in spe-
cific fields. Black, S. E., & Lynch, L. M. (2001) examine technology influence on 
productivity and also think that new platforms have changed the organization of 
work. 
Information technologies are definitely relevant and valuable to make more pro-
ductive processes and common practices within a company. Their extension to 
different domains depend on internal and external factors (Melville, N., Kraemer, 
K., & Gurbaxani, V. 2004). Information technology extensions usually involve im-
provement and benefit for different areas. 
Brynjolfsson, E., & Yang, S. (1996) make a literature review of the most significant 
contributions regarding the effect of information technologies on productivity 
performance that cover different perspectives. Authors distribute research stud-
ies into four groups, identify valid productivity questions, and propose possible 
explanations for them. 
Many researchers also question whether technology investments really improve 
company profitability. It is also interesting figuring out whether technology in-
vestment effects are either improving sales or reducing expensive operational 
processes. Technology investment effects on product profitability could also be 
compare to the effect of research and development when specific integrations, 
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such as Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure, are necessary and can be carried out by either 
using ready platforms or custom solutions that involve internal development to 
improve the product. 
According to Mithas, S. et al. (2012), there is evidence that supports Information 
Technologies as a crucial element that provides positive impact on business prof-
itability. They also point out that the effect of technology investments on sales 
and profitability is better than investing on research and development. The effect 
of introducing technologies to improve company profitability is visible in the rev-
enue growth. They mention that there is no data that confirms the positive effect 
of information technologies regarding profitability across reduction in opera-
tional costs. 
Some research results point out that companies have higher tendency to achieve 
profitability success by using information technologies to increase revenue 
growth than by using them for cost reduction. It is responsibility of the managers 
allocating financial resources to fulfil adequate technology expenses. Regarding 
information technology expenses, it is important mentioning that companies 
should give more priority to projects that have better potential to grow revenue 
over the ones that are mainly focused on addressing and committed with cost 
savings. 
Cloud technologies have become a popular way to enable different kind of busi-
ness through internet. Companies around the world are migrating their business 
to Cloud based solutions that have big potential to provide more flexibility in 
order to achieve business goals. In some cases, integrations with other Cloud 
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based platforms are necessary to make products more competitive and stronger 
in the market. 
Increasing the product competitiveness and business productivity is an im-
portant issue that has to consider the contribution and benefit of new technolo-
gies and information systems. Brynjolfsson Erik (1993) thinks that productivity 
is a relevant economic indicator to measure technology's contribution, and has 
several limitations. He also points out that identifying and removing productiv-
ity impediments requires better understanding of the causes of the "productivity 
paradox". 
Ives, B., & Learmonth, G. P. (1984) think the competitiveness of companies can 
be influenced by the adoption of proper information system technologies. Infor-
mation system platforms are strategically relevant to determine possible oppor-
tunities to know what specific applications or integrations should be developed 
to either improve or increase the profitability of the business. 
Segars, A. H., & Grover, V. (1998) point out that there is significant amount of 
research work focused on developing methodologies to support strategic plan-
ning helped by information technologies to gain competitive advantage. Strategy 
is a very important element that companies should consider to ensure complete 
product success. Aditro Oy has adopted a competitive strategy that focuses on 
making Verkkopalkka solution a better and more profitable product in the actual 
market. 
Lederer, A. L., & Sethi, V. (1988) think that strategic company planning is a pro-
cess that focuses on recognizing advantage from potential software solutions that 
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the organization should be able to identify and implement. The integration be-
tween Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure was identified as a need to gain market ad-
vantage. Aditro organization recognized that this integration would potentially 
bring higher benefit and profit considering short and long term Cloud project 
implementation costs. 
Cloud based integration projects are usually expensive and require different kind 
of resources to fulfil the business requirements. Han Yan (2011: 198-206) makes a 
review of cloud computing concept and costs comparison related to hardware 
platforms hosted in cloud environment and physical instances on premises. He 
also points out different levels of services and providers in Cloud environments, 
as well as case studies that implement web applications. 
In order to integrate Cloud platforms with existing cloud based products, costs 
and technology analysis are important elements that have to be considered before 
making any invested to improve a product. A typical example related to the costs 
of owning hardware instances, is the comparison between Cloud and physical 
hardware instances. In most of cases, Cloud instances carry a lower TCO com-
pared to physical ones. 
Identifying short and long term costs before making technology investments is 
very important to ensure the success of any project. Heilala, Juhani, et al. (2006) 
propose a life cycle related cost approach, the main scope of this approach is to 
identify and analyze costs before investment decisions in early system design 
phase. Their analysis approach integrates: 
1. Full efficiency of equipment. 
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2. Total cost of ownership and some other methods. 
It also improves elements related to flexible design of systems that can be recon-
figured. Authors make as well a comparison of products A and B in 5 years pro-
duction to validate their proposal. 
Webster, John. (2004) thinks that ROI and TCO provide managers with a wider 
view of Enterprise IT environment and how well the environment is aligned to 
the business. IT administrators should make ROI and TCO modelling an ongoing 
process to make more accurate decisions. They also consider that quality and ef-
fectiveness of ROI and TCO models are proportional to their accuracy. 
Pisello, Thomas, & Strassmann, Paul (2003) propose an interesting IT value chain 
management methodology approach which define and explain in detail the next 
four steps: 
1. Project ROI: Collect opportunity information that regards spending and 
processes analysis. 
2. Project optimization and budgeting: It is performed relative to the compe-
tition. 
3. Cooperate financial impact: How the project portfolio is going to impact 
top line revenue and gross margin. 
4. Peer comparison: Provide info why certain results were not achieved in 
order to reveal if the company is exceeding expectations or not. 
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They also point out typical project costs such as: 
1. IT costs concept which is similar to Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration 
costs. 
2. Business unit costs which are similar to Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integra-
tion management costs. 
Silvius, A. J. G. (2006) proposes a framework to evaluate organizational impact 
of IT investments. His framework helps to avoid potential wrong IT investments 
decisions related to not complete calculations. Their work also shows relation-
ships between company strategy and the value of information technologies, as 
well as, evaluates the connection between the impact of information technologies 
and organizational achievements. 
They think that ROI is not able to include every necessary element and therefore 
a different approach is required. This approach is called “IT investment Balanced 
Scorecard” which is based on the next four principles: 
1. Financial perspective: Traditional Return on Investment calculation. 
2. Customer perspective: The investment influence regarding the marketing 
field. 
3. Internal perspective: The investment influence regarding the company 
business processes. 
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4. Growing and innovative elements: Possible coming options and competi-
tive investment effects. 
Hou Lun, & Xiaowo Tang (2004) analyze costs, benefits, ROI and TCO of CRM 
implementation to find out the correct way to accomplish a successfully CRM 
implementation. They propose a complete criteria and critical factors to evaluate 
the ROI of a CRM implementation. This criteria considers two important ele-
ments: 
1. Causes of failure: Strategic, management, customer process, project and 
technology problems. 
2. Success factors: Development plan, reorganization of the company, time 
schedule, changes at the management level, support of management from 
higher levels and system structure. 
According to them, ROI is the ultimate indicator of success of a CRM implemen-
tation and comes in two forms: 
1. Cost reductions from increasing efficiency: This is similar to Verk-
kopalkka’s delegation model purpose. 
2. Revenue enhancements: This is Similar to Verkkopalkka new features to 
increase number of users. 
Regarding TCO, their work considers initial costs of licensing, hardware, soft-
ware, training and consulting. Ongoing costs of support and maintenance are 
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also important in their analysis. This analysis has some similarities with Verk-
kopalkka-Ubisecure integration. 
Analyzing company’s business characteristics and IT resources are important 
factors to identify favorability in Web-based Architecture (Lindberg, H.  & 
Hallgren, T. 2003) migration. In companies with existing IT infra, it is difficult 
making a cloud migration decision because of the complexity related to replace 
existing resources. Regarding cloud migrations of typical Inhouse solutions, 
there are some challenges that involve: 
1. Migrate administration features to cloud model. 
2. Problem with handling sensitive customer data. 
On the other hand, usually startup companies are good candidates to initiate and 
develop cloud based businesses. Subhas, Chandra M. & Arka, Mon (2011) con-
sider Cloud computing impacts such as finding company suitability for adopting 
cloud computing based on suitability index. 
Cloud computing is a term that gathers different concepts, technologies and re-
cently web services. Some software applications such as Verkkopalkka, are built 
on the top of technologies that help to reduce both information technology over-
head and total cost of ownership. Vouk (2008: 235-246) analyses the cloud com-
puting concept, the general issues that tries to solve, and some implementation 
examples. 
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Total cost of ownership is a topic that has become more popular to analyze dif-
ferent kind of models mainly related to value purchase opportunities. According 
to Ferrin (2002: 18-29), many companies actually use these models to calculate 
cost drivers to perform their TCO computations. He also thinks that generic 
model of TCO is not appropriate to get accurate results. Therefore, his research 
proposes a total cost of ownership model supported by sets of core and auxiliary 
cost drivers. 
The main contribution of this approach is that the main costs reasons would be 
included in the total cost of ownership calculations. Auxiliary cost drivers can be 
used for particular purchase situations when performing TCO calculations. They 
also think that the supply chain related to total cost of ownership model is nec-
essary to fulfil the needs. This research points out that TCO valuation is a com-
plex process that would bring remarkable benefits to companies that are able to 
apply it properly. 
There are different total cost of ownership approaches that propose frameworks 
and tools. Zachariassen (2009: 448-469) developed a differentiated TCO approach 
that consists of the association nature and the complexity regarding the cost rea-
sons. This approach also shows that TCO has a big impact over the buyer-sup-
plier relationship. 
Developing a software product requires managing different kind of resources in 
the most efficient way to ensure on-time delivery and high product quality. 
Sachdev (2010: 1-10) thinks that companies have to understand the role of out-
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sourced and in-house resources to deliver a product able to compete in the mar-
ket. Verkkopalkka development involved also costs related to outsource and in-
house resources that contribute to deliver the product. 
Purchasing a ready-made platform to fulfil technical and business requirements 
is a decision that has to consider different investment factors. So Young Sohn 
(2006: 68-81) analyzes which factors influence the acquisition of a CRM system. 
According to his investigation, the initial purchase cost is the main element to 
make the purchase decision. Other elements such as operating cost and lifetime 
utilization are coming as less important decision factors. 
In So Young Sohn (2006: 68-81) paper, authors propose also an approach to in-
clude together initial cost, operating costs and also cost related to new customer 
opportunities associated to not proper management. The opportunity cost is also 
used as relevant elements related to the influence of the system over financial 
area. 
Information technologies are used to solved different kind of problems and cre-
ate new business opportunities within specific markets. These technologies are 
available to make more powerful software platforms that involve a certain cost 
for the investor. Many total cost of ownership research studies are focused on 
customer relationship platforms because bring a clear overview of the factors that 
usually impact business cases and financial decisions. 
Regina Jasilioniene & Rima Tamošiūniene (2009: 343-347) make clear the im-
portance of total cost of ownership and benefits calculations to help companies 
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make right investment decisions when developing or purchasing a customer re-
lationship system. Permanent measurement of the system benefits, ensures that 
the company receives market advantage and reach strategic objectives. Authors 
also consider weaknesses and strengths of cost-oriented approach. 
Total cost of ownership concept is also used in other engineering fields such as 
automotive and electric. Many of these fields focus on reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions from transportation. Different kind of industries are interested in in-
vesting on new and better technologies to produce more efficient products that 
meet international environmental regulations. These technologies involve big in-
itial costs mainly related to research and development of prototypes that can be 
push to the market. 
Plötz P.,Gnann T., & Wietschel M. (2012) analyse the TCO based on kilometres 
travelled and depending on different driving profiles. The total cost of ownership 
estimates are relevant information to make purchasing decisions. They also com-
pare the TCO for regular, hybrid, and electric vehicles. This comparison has been 
built up on four vehicle sizes to model buying decisions and look at the possible 
future market of these three technologies. 
Moyle, Kathryn (2004) makes a detailed investigation of total cost of ownership 
and open source software in schools. The author introduces an overview of the 
implications of adopt a total cost of ownership approach within the educational 
field. Some processes related to total cost of ownership are outlined to show how 
to conducts proper TCO analysis. 
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The Moyle, Kathryn (2004) research also points out that total cost of ownership 
approaches have to be constructed on real data in realistic contexts. An overview 
of a total cost of ownership framework at school level is provided to have a 
deeper idea of the associated costs from the open source as well as proprietary 
perspectives. 
According to Moyle, K. (2004), there are two important elements related to total 
cost of ownership components regarding open source compared to proprietary 
software: 
1. Software licences, management and compliance costs. 
2. Expertise required to deploy and operate properly open source software. 
Some researchers inquire whether the cost included in the licences are able to 
balance other costs mainly related to training. Apparently, the costs regarding 
open source licensing are considerably smaller compared to the proprietary 
costs. On the other hand, it is important considering that the adequate usage of 
open source solutions, depends on the expertise level of the end users. 
It could be interesting considering to apply a robust total cost of ownership 
framework over different company models based on a comparison between pro-
prietary and open source platforms. This comparison would help to identify costs 
and benefits associated to adopt open source technologies, and analyse ROI gen-
erated from using open source platforms including different perspectives and 
business angles. 
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Hurkens, K. & Wynstra, F. (2004) extend the TCO concept towards the total value 
of ownership. They think that traditional purchasing and supply management 
fields have mainly focused on cost savings that could be achieved by using total 
cost of ownership approach. There are elements that have not been included in 
traditional total costs calculations when buying a certain product. 
Hurkens, K. & Wynstra, F. (2004) introduce “Total Value of Ownership” as a con-
cept that extends total cost of ownership including missing elements that influ-
ence the costs. This concept intends to increase the accuracy and enhance the in-
formation related to the purchasing costs. The information enhancement is a very 
important characteristic that should lead into better decisions. 
It is evident that Cloud services have become very popular because apparently 
offer important advantages and benefits related to operational costs. These cost-
related benefits are significantly visible within start-up companies that don’t 
have internal IT infrastructure, and therefore are a relevant component that have 
a significant impact on new potential business. 
On the other hand, it is also possible that the costs associated with Cloud services 
are not really low and there are another factors that are not considered when 
calculating total cost of ownership. In some cases cloud services fit perfectly into 
the business model because bring the necessary elements to boost the business 
towards the next market level. 
Martens, B., Walterbusch, M., & Teuteberg, F. (2012) introduce an interesting 
Cloud services approach from TCO perspective. This approach is based on the 
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development and further evaluation of a well-defined model supported by math-
ematical principles. Authors approach fulfils business requirements and helps 
decision making within Cloud field. 
There are different cost factors in Cloud service technologies that involve im-
portant elements when making investment decision regarding the adoption of 
Cloud computing technologies. Martens, B., Walterbusch, M., and Teuteberg, F. 
(2012) think that total cost of ownership concept should be included as part of 
cost management, as well as, an additional tool to evaluate Cloud service invest-
ments. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
In order to provide a robust way to get accurate investment conclusions that 
point out how good was the investment decision, it is relevant to build up and 
use an adequate research methodology that bring the most relevant information 
to analyze and make proper conclusions. 
There are three elements that have been considered regarding the research meth-
odology adopted to evaluate and analyze the success of the investment made to 
improve Verkkopalkka as a more attractive and robust product. These three ele-
ments are: 
1. Research approach. 
2. Data collection. 
3. Analysis method. 
The selected research methodology is based on a quantitative procedure. This 
quantitative methodology provides information related to investment data such 
as revenue and project costs of different type. This methodology was selected 
because helps to develop a concrete hypothesis regarding the benefits of the in-
vestment. 
Quantitative approach is very popular is different disciplines such as economics 
and marketing. This approach is usually combined with mathematical formulas 
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to provide better and more meaningful results. It also includes methods that gen-
erate hypothesis, collect data and analyze results. It is important mentioning that 
this kind of approach involves scientific data mainly to understand the problem 
and extract proper conclusions. 
With quantitative research, business units can determine the most adequate in-
vestment decisions to make. It is relevant to see that this approach provides nu-
meric data, which is extremely useful to make business decisions and lead the 
projects towards the most convenient and profitable current and future situation 
for the company. 
Regarding the integration between Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure, the quantita-
tive analysis of results is based on return of investment and total cost of owner-
ship for two different years. The selected approach has been very useful to pre-
dict profitability of the integration during the following years and conclude it has 
been a good investment decision that has good potential to grow and provide 
expected results. 
The data collection methods are focused on gathering data that comes from rev-
enue and costs tables within the project. Regarding costs, data collection is fo-
cused on data reported during the project development and recurrent future ex-
penses. On the other hand, revenue data collection is focused on current incom-
ing profit and forecast of future business opportunities with new customers. 
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The method used to analyze the results is mainly related to return on investment 
and Total Cost of Ownership calculations. This method provides enough infor-
mation to carry out a final evaluation of the investment in terms of business prof-
itability for the current and next years. 
Return on investment and total cost of ownership calculations are based on the 
traditional mathematical formulas that are going to be explained in further chap-
ters. The results of return on investment and costs are extracted for 2015 and 2016 
to make a comparison across the time and how the integration investment is po-
tentially going to behave in future. 
Analyzing the results is a task that involves comparison between the actual Verk-
kopalkka-Ubisecure integration and a potential custom integration as the second 
available choice for the business. This comparison shows which choice is more 
profitable along 2015 and 2016, and brings an idea why one choice is better than 
the other in terms of profit and benefit to the business. 
Tables and figures are also included in the analysis method to understand better 
the investment decision that adopted Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration as the 
most suitable solution that fulfills the business requirements and increases busi-
ness profitability. They show a graphical comparison of how return on invest-
ment changes under different integration conditions. 
Finally, sensitivity analysis is the last part within the analysis that shows relevant 
information related to changes in variables such as costs and benefit. These vari-
ations in the variables values are important to understand what would happen 
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under different kind of circumstances where the return on investment in affected 
and there the profit would either be or not be beneficial. 
The sensitivity analysis is performed following a set of steps explained in the 
respective chapter. This analysis is focused on partial and worst-best case scenar-
ios that bring an interesting overview of how return on investment changes based 
on specific situation variations. 
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
This section includes analysis related to company’s business strategy, technical 
solution overview, return on investment and total costs of ownership. Results are 
based on numeric data obtained from ROI and TCO calculations. This chapter is 
divided into Technical solution overview, Business Strategy, Return on Invest-
ment, Total Cost of Ownership and Sensitivity Analysis. 
4.1. Technical solution overview 
This chapter provides technical overview of the integration between Verk-
kopalkka and Ubisecure from a business prospective considering architectural 
software details analyzed from process improvement angle. This integration 
solves and improves specific internal processes that were obsolete and generated 
overhead for the company and customers administration. 
The integration can be divided in two phases: 
1. Design: The main purpose of this phase is setting up a flat structure within 
Ubisecure platform that will act as a container to hold application users 
associated to specific roles. Users with administrator privileges should be 
able to delegate and give access to new users that will be added into the 
previously mentioned structure. 
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2. Implementation: The implementation part focused on developing a busi-
ness layer able to provide a communication channel between Verk-
kopalkka application and Ubisecure user management interface. 
In order to perform administration operations related to user’s manage-
ment and delegating roles, it was necessary developing a well-defined in-
terface. 
The business layer includes a client component and a well-defined business ser-
vice to control the administration and delegation operations executed between 
Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure platform through the interface. The client compo-
nent implements business logic to perform complex user management and dele-
gation operations that will reduce overhead and improve internal company pro-
cesses. 
The business service (see Figure 1) provides basic operations executed on Ubise-
cure platform through a well-defined interface. The following diagram provides 
technical overview of the elements around the service interface and relationship 
between them. 
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  Figure 1.) Services diagram. 
 
Regarding the client, it uses business service functionalities to invoke basic oper-
ations on Ubisecure side through Ubisecure API (API: Application Programming 
Interface 2016) included in Ubisecure development package. These services func-
tionalities are related to delegation model requirements focused on enabling au-
tomation of user’s administration by external operators. 
In figure 2, there are three components that interact with each other to execute 
delegation and management operations over Verkkopalkka users. DirectoryS-
ervice and RestAPI Service components are part of Verkkopalkka application, 
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while Ubisecure platform provides a public interface to perform administration 
and delegation operations reflected on Verkkopalkka. 
The most usual operations are related to fetch and create users and organizations, 
as well as delegate roles to users. User’s management and delegation are require-
ments that look for meeting business strategy to increase product and company 
value. 
The main benefit of this implementation is a flexible solution that improves the 
user interaction against Verkkopalkka user interface by allowing easier and more 
powerful operations request within the scope of business needs. Once this func-
tionality is in place, internal costs should be reduce in terms of less needed re-
sources to handle manually users and roles. 
The integration investment is supposed to create the adequate environment to 
attract customers and give them enough flexibility to manage more efficiently 
their own users. User’s management functionality has been improved to solved 
inefficient processes within the company. 
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  Figure 2.) User’s Management Sequence Diagram. 
 
On the other hand, improvements in authentication and authorization function-
alities are also part of the investment and the strategy to genera more value. 
User’s authentication and authorization module (see Figure 3) is included into 
the development expenses that influence the Return on Investment. The Authen-
tication module looks for meeting requirements regarding more flexibility to in-
tegrate other applications within Verkkopalkka’s authentication scope. 
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  Figure 3.) Verkkopalkka’s authentication process. 
 
According to requirements, depending on roles assigned to the users, they can 
perform administrative operations such as user management and role delega-
tion. This functionality enables different kind of users and privileges to operate 
Verkkopalkka application in a more secure and easier way. 
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In Figure 4, the use case scenario shows the interaction that a regular Service Op-
erator Admin can perform in order to manage users and assign roles to them. 
Such roles allow specific users executing operations over certain organizations. 
Roles are usually assigned to users in order to provide certain permissions to 
either perform administration operations or visualize specific data. 
A role gives the user privileges that are validated in Verkkopalkka application 
side. Once the identity and privileges associated to the user, he has the right to 
delegate roles to another users and perform management operations. 
 
 
Figure 4.) Use case. 
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4.2. Business strategy 
In order to generate more revenue, reduce costs and market advantage, it is ex-
tremely important making proper decisions that meet a robust and successful 
business strategy. The integration of technologies that create more organization 
value, are based on a set of decisions intended to generate advantage from dif-
ferent angles. 
The ultimate scope of Aditro’s technology strategy is maximizing revenue, as 
well as minimizing internal costs by improving the identity management com-
ponent within Verkkopalkka application. The technology strategy implemented 
within this project, is structured into internal and competitive strategies. These 
strategies are based on advantages brought through the integration between 
Verkkopalkka application and Ubisecure platform. 
4.2.1. Internal Strategy 
This strategy focuses on improvements that brings more efficient and effective 
processes within organizational structures related to Verkkopalkka administra-
tive tasks. Integrating Verkkopalkka application with Ubisecure platform, is a 
task that involves design and implementation of a reliable delegation model to 
manage Verkkopalkka users from outside Aditro Oy domain. 
Improving operational efficiency and functional identity management capabili-
ties within Verkkopalkka application, requires proper vision of the actual and 
future business. Design and implementation of a successful internal strategy are 
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action items that have to consider possible changes that should improve Verk-
kopalkka business areas. 
Automated delegation model is the main goal of the internal strategy because 
reduces organizational costs in terms of money and processes. It also improves 
the efficiency of internal operations which is a relevant component within the 
strategy. The delegation model enables users to handle by themselves adminis-
trative tasks which leads into simplifying organization processes. 
Traditionally, improving organizational efficiency and effectiveness is the main 
scope of information technology. A proper identity management technology and 
delegation model have important implications for the company within the com-
petitive field and the market position. 
The internal strategy is focused on generating a positive impact over organiza-
tional management processes and operational tasks. Supporting management 
and administration processes through the integration of Verkkopalkka and ade-
quate information technologies, required the identification of new business op-
portunities to increase organization and business value. 
Improving the integration with the customers is also part of the company’s strat-
egy that leads into better customer’s self-service through the implementation of 
a delegation model. This delegation model is relevant investment that automates 
and optimizes internal processes. In order to achieve successfully the strategy 
goals, proper technology initiative has been focused on meeting internal require-
ments. 
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Investment decisions were made on the basis of the business strategy that is 
driven by the business units. These decisions are motivated on developing Verk-
kopalkka’s architecture to support process improvements rather than only a 
change in technology. The internal company’s strategy delivers better value to 
the customers and improves bottom-line benefits. 
4.2.2. Competitive Strategy 
This kind of strategy focuses on generating competitive moves that create ad-
vantage for Verkkopalkka application within the payroll market. Aditro’s man-
agement units have identified Ubisecure platform as an opportunity to create 
competitive advantage for the organization. Rockart J. & Scott M. (1984: 84-95) 
mention three types of opportunities that are based on (1) improve value, (2) link 
with customers and suppliers and (3) create new businesses. 
In Aditro organization, creating competitive advantage is based on different 
types of opportunities that have been identified by management and technical 
units. These opportunities are related to (1) improve business and organization 
value by adding more powerful software application functionalities and (2) cre-
ate a new service-oriented business model. 
Improving business and organization value by enhancing new and better appli-
cation functionalities requires adequate decisions in terms of financial invest-
ment. This investment focuses mainly on successfully integrating Ubisecure plat-
form with the payslip management application. The integration enables automat-
ically new application functionalities that create substantial business advantage 
in the market and increase the chance of potential new business opportunities. 
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Creating a new service-oriented business model is not an easy task that looks for 
building up a robust delegation model to carry out administrative operations re-
garding users and privileges within Verkkopalkka application. This business 
model improve obsolete practices regarding delegation and generate relevant ad-
vantage in terms of automation and user management. 
In Verkkopalkka business market, technology is a dominant element that has to 
be considered in order to make accurate decisions that lead into a proper business 
strategy. Releasing a reliable and competitive product is the ultimate goal that 
has to be achieved by analyzing the market and the product features that attract 
and enable convenient business opportunities. 
Competitors are also considered when setting up a business strategy that in-
volves big investment of capital that expects acceptable profit in short and long 
time. Companies that invest wisely and handle these investments to maximize 
the return, have good chances to increase the benefits through the capabilities 
that technology is able to deliver. 
Information technologies are extremely important to organize an adequate strat-
egy that considers improvements in customer services. Creating and maximizing 
competitive advantage requires knowledge of not only how to implement cor-
rectly technology, but also how to use technologies to improve business pro-
cesses. 
Software solutions have evolve to create new businesses and opportunities in 
different markets. Selecting the right technology to improve existing products is 
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a task that involves knowledge of the market and customer needs. Investing in 
technology is crucial to ensure competitive company success in the market. 
Competitive advantage is used from people who know how to implement tech-
nology to the ones who know how to use it to improve the business. Pisello, 
Thomas, & Strassmann, Paul (2003) propose four levels of investment: 
1. Computing Infrastructure: The main goal is to enhance individual and 
corporate productivity, such as increasing efficiency and reducing over-
head. This kind of investment goes mainly to data centers, networks, PCs 
and applications. 
2. Internet and Enterprise Software: It is mainly related to improvements 
over the corporate domain and the value chain. These investments focus 
on integrating customers and supply chain into the company. The integra-
tion’s goal is improving the relationships through business process opti-
mization. 
3. Knowledge Capital Management: IT investments are focused on gathering 
different kind of assets that benefit in short and long term the company’s 
interests. For example, data warehouses and business intelligence are 
emerging solutions that fulfil the needs. 
4. Information Warfare: The main element is proactivity regarding the con-
trol of information as a competitive tool to succeed into the information 
technology management. 
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Verkkopalkka’s investment focuses mainly on Software that improves the inte-
gration between the company and the customers, as well as optimizes corporate 
business processes. Optimization of business processes involves reducing over-
head related to administrative and maintenance tasks that can be easily distrib-
uted outside the company boundaries. 
In order to make the product more competitive, optimization of corporate Verk-
kopalkka processes was considered to meet the customer and market needs. In 
terms of product competitiveness, the strategy met business and customer re-
quirements. Technology has been extremely useful to increase the corporate and 
customer benefits. 
It is relevant keeping in mind that in order to boost the corporate business in 
future, new and better technologies will play more a relevant role within the suc-
cess of any company. At some point, the actual company’s strategy has to update 
according to changes in the market and customer requirements. Future competi-
tive strategy also has to evolve along the technology changes that will bring more 
competitive advantage and product value. 
4.3. Return on Investment 
According to literature, return on investment involves how much money it 
would be possible to save or make after purchasing an item. In Verkkopalkka’s 
scenario, the integration with Ubisecure is based on a business strategy that looks 
for reducing costs and increase the total revenue. 
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Investment decisions are always risky because there are different factors that in-
fluence and affect the overall financial situation. Improving existing software 
with newer and better technologies is a decision that has to consider how much 
revenue is going to generate the investment. 
From the business point of view, Verkkopalkka generates revenue mainly based 
on the amount of payslips processed during the year. Total revenues include also 
licenses and start-up fee. Verkkopalkka application is sold as a cloud service that 
charges the customer with an initial start-up fee, as well as, a monthly fee de-
pending on the number of processed transactions. 
Return on investment is an important tool to have deeper and better information 
regarding the efficiency of investing on improving Verkkopalkka’s identity man-
agement and administration features. The main goal is measuring the amount of 
return on Verkkopalkka’s investment relative to the total cost. In order to calcu-
late the return on investment, the benefit is divided by the total of the costs, and 
the result is a percentage value. 
The ROI formula: 
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Return on investment is a very popular metric mainly because of simplicity and 
also can be used as an elemental indicator of investment’s profitability. It is very 
easy to calculate and interpret and can be used in different kind of investments. 
In case the return on investment returns a negative value, or there are other ways 
to reduce the costs to increase the ROI, then these values can orientate the inves-
tor to make better decisions. 
In Verkkopalkka’s case, Aditro Oy invested 3.997.415 SEK in 2015 and sold Verk-
kopalkka service to different customers for a total of 8.410.500 SEK. To calculate 
the return on the investment, the result would be calculated by dividing the profit 
by the investment cost: 
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In 2015, the return on investment is 110,3985%. It means that for every SEK in-
vested, the company receives 1,103985 SEKs. On the other hand, the estimate for 
2016 is 113,5885%. Similarly to 2015, it means that for every SEK invested, the 
company receives 1,135885 SEKs. 
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4.4. Total cost of ownership 
Om, Pal et Al. (2013) think that TCO models related to suppliers consist of aggre-
gation of costs regarding the selection of specific vendors and also negative or 
positive variations of the supplier unit price. “Total Cost of Ownership” (Ellram, 
Lisa M. 1995: 4-23) is defined as a method that considers more than the purchase 
price to include different kind of costs. 
The total cost of ownership related to improving Verkkopalkka’s identity man-
agement and user administration considers not only the direct cost of purchasing 
Ubisecure platform to substitute the identity management component within 
Verkkopalkka application.  
The total costs are mainly associated to: 
1. Development: Custom software development was necessary during the 
integration between Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure platform. Costs related 
to software development are mainly distributed into: 
a. Inhouse: Costs associated to software developers within Aditro Oy. 
It shows how much cost generates developing the integration be-
tween Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure platform inside Aditro Oy. 
b. External consultants (abroad): Costs related to software developers 
from abroad. 
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c. Other consultants (local): Costs related to external resources lo-
cated in Finland, such as Ubisecure platform specialists.   
d. Internal unit: Internal costs related to Aditro business units, such as 
resources from other departments. 
2. Maintenance: Costs associated to bug fixing and features requested after 
development was completed. Maintenance costs are distributed into: 
a. Inhouse: The maintenance has been carried out mainly with inter-
nal Aditro resources. The costs have been related to further devel-
opment of new features requested by the customers and eventual 
bug fixing of existing functionalities. 
b. Others: This cost is related to minor maintenance tasks. 
3. Operations: These costs are related to different kind of tasks that involve 
delivering Verkkopalkka in preproduction and production environments, 
as well as, hosting and keeping Verkkopalkka running 24/24. Operational 
costs are distributed into: 
a. Inhouse: Costs related to manage Verkkopalkka application at pro-
duction environment level. This is mainly monitoring, administra-
tion and deployment operations. 
b. Internal unit: Costs associated to collaboration with other teams 
and departments within Aditro Oy. 
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c. Hosting costs: These costs are expenses related to physical and vir-
tual machines, operating systems and different kind of software li-
censes. 
4. Support: Second level support for customers. This is related to solve tech-
nical and administrative problems that occur while Verkkopalkka appli-
cation is running in production environment. 
5. 3rd parties: This is associated to services provided by external parties. 
These costs are mainly related to (1) integrations with banks to receive and 
process payslips information and (2) Ubisecure service support provided 
by consultants. 
6. Internal: These are running costs within Common Development unit, such 
as equipment and business trips. 
4.5. Findings 
There are different approaches to identify whether a specific investment is a good 
choice before making any real injection of money to the projects. Management 
units usually use this kind of analysis to recognize whether a specific investment 
is going to bring the expected results in terms of profit. 
It is important to mention that every approach focuses on different purposes and 
meet different needs depending on the information that business units want to 
analyze. As mentioned previously, this approach is based on analyzing return on 
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investment for two different years considering two different integrations, the ac-
tual Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration and the custom solution which is 
proved to be the least convenient. 
In order to make a more extensive analysis of the reasons for which return on 
investment has been chosen to perform the analysis and no other approaches 
such as “Internal Rate of Return (Internal Rate of Return 2016)”, it is relevant to 
evaluate the most important characteristics of every approach. 
Return on investment (ROI) was chosen for the next reasons: 
1. More common: It is commonly used and more popular approach because 
of easy interpretation of results. 
2. Total investment growth: It provides a clear overview of the investment 
growth from start to end. 
3. Matches business scope: This approach meets the business needs to get 
relevant information to make proper investment decisions. 
“Internal Rate of Return (IRR)” was not suitable within this analysis for the next 
reasons: 
1. More confusing and difficult to calculate. 
2. Annual growth rate. 
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Within the analysis it is important to see if the obtained results are robust enough 
to support the decisions made? Answering to that question, requires to make a 
comparison, considering results for 2015 and 2016, between the integration with 
Ubisecure and the potential integration with a custom solution regarding three 
different metrics: 
1. Revenue. 
2. “Return on investment”. 
3. “Total cost of ownership”. 
This comparisons analysis is based on two different integrations: 
1. Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure platform. 
2. Verkkopalkka and custom solution. 
The first integration is the actual adopted solution, while the second integration 
is used to make the comparison and see whether the investment decision was 
correct or not. 
4.5.1. Revenue comparison 
In table 1, the revenue has been calculated for year 2015 and estimated for year 
2016. There is also a comparison of the obtained revenue between the actual Verk-
kopalkka-Ubisecure integration and the estimated Verkkopalkka-Custom inte-
gration. The revenue estimate for 2016 year has been calculated based on statisti-
cal data and comparisons from previous years. 
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The results show that the revenue is obviously the same independently of the 
integration. According to estimates, revenue should grow from year 2015 to year 
2016. The number of payslips should increase between 2015 and 2016 because the 
integration with Ubisecure enables easier interaction with new customers. 
 2015 2015 2016 2016 
Number of payslips, averagely in period 260 000 260 000 270 000 270 000 
Total revenues, licence 8 343 000 8 343 000 8 760 150 8 760 150 
Revenues, other 67 500 67 500 67 500 67 500 
Total revenues for the period 8 410 500 8 410 500 8 827 650 8 827 650 
 
  Table 1.) Revenue comparison between Ubisecure and custom integration. 
4.5.2. Return on investment comparison 
Regarding the integration between Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure, return on in-
vest was 110,3% in 2015, and 113,5% in 2016. The custom integration has a return 
on investment of 63,5% in 2015, and 111,8% in 2016. 
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Figure 5.) Comparison return on investment between integrations. 
4.5.3. Total cost of ownership comparison 
The impact of the costs considering the decisions made, requires making a com-
parison (see Table 2) between the total costs of Ubisecure integration and an es-
timate of total costs of a potential custom integration that considers the same cost 
elements as the Ubisecure integration. 
The custom integration cost values have been estimated according to information 
calculated mainly from inhouse and external human resources in charge of de-
veloping the product and the necessary features to fulfil the integration require-
ments. In the custom solution, the development costs are increased substantially 
while the maintenance, operations and other costs are going to be the same across 
the integration. 
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The next table includes the cost elements mentioned previously. The total cost 
cases are calculated in 2015 and 2016 for the integration cases mentioned. The 
first column describes the cost types, while the next columns contain costs by 
year and type of integration. 
 
 2015 2015 (Custom) 2016 2016 (Custom) 
Development 1 082 038 2 228 214 1 114 499  1 147 530 
 Inhouse 613 138 1 839 414 631 532 947 298 
 Arcadia / Gateway 129 600 388 800 133 488 200 232 
 External consultants, other (ubisecure) 339 300 0 349 479 0 
Maintenance 68 126 68 126 70 170 70 170 
 Inhouse 68 126 68 126 70 170 70 170 
Operations 470 654 470 654 484 773 484 773 
 Inhouse 368 464 368 464 379 518 379 518 
 U69216 OH 102 190 102 190 105 255 105 255 
 2nd level support 333 536 333 536 343 542 343 542 
 External services 1 853 280 1 853 280 1 924 560 1 924 560 
 Common Development OH 189 781 189 781 195 474 195 474 
Total costs (SEK) 3 997 415 5 143 591 4 133 018 4 166 049 
 
Table 2.) Costs comparison between Ubisecure and custom integration. 
The total cost of ownership was 3.997.415 SEK in 2015, and 4.133.018 SEK in 2016 
for the Ubisecure integration. The custom integration has a total cost of owner-
ship of 5.143.591 SEK in 2015, and 4.166.049 in 2016. 
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Figure 6 shows a detailed comparison of total cost of ownership between the ac-
tual integration and a potential custom integration. It is visible that the first year 
would be more expensive for the custom due to development associated costs. 
During following year the costs would be slightly higher for the custom integra-
tion due to maintenance and other costs. 
In terms of expenses, apparently the Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration has 
been a good choice due mainly to reduction in development software costs and 
allocation of resources from internal and external providers. These resources 
would be mainly employees and external consultants that develop functionalities 
on daily basis for different project within the company. 
There is a big different mainly in the first which give good idea to support the 
integration with Ubisecure due to the fact that this platform is ready and does 
not need further development within the company. 
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Figure 6.) Comparison total cost of ownership between integrations. 
4.6. Sensitivity Analysis 
Providing a deeper and better understanding of the results, requires performing 
a sensitivity analysis regarding the investment made for the integration between 
Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure. Before going into the sensitivity analysis details, it 
is relevant to understand what is sensitivity analysis, most common types of sen-
sitivity analysis and how useful is for the purposes of this work. 
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Sensitivity analysis can be described as a set of techniques that are used to exam-
ine the level of uncertainty involved in a cost-benefit analysis, and how that af-
fects the final result. In general, the most common sensitivity analysis types are: 
partial, best and worst scenarios, break-even, and Monte Carlo analysis. 
The sensitivity analysis performed in this section is focused only on partial anal-
ysis and best-worst case analysis scenarios to evaluate return on investment de-
pending on cost-benefit information. 
In order to perform cost-benefit analysis, it is necessary building up assumptions 
and utilize the estimates to finally calculate the expected costs and benefits of the 
integration between Verkkopalkka and Ubisecure. In case the assumptions and 
estimates contain mislead information, sensitivity analysis will show how the re-
sults would be influenced by some specific changes. 
The main purpose of this analysis is measuring the impact of changes in costs 
and benefit over the return on investment related to the integration. It is relevant 
to notice that the impact is a key element that may be difficult to translate in terms 
of money without a proper methodology. In order to calculate properly the im-
pact, a well-defined method is explained in further sections. 
4.6.1. Context 
The definition of sensitivity analysis stands as a methodology focused on deter-
mining how some independent variable values will influence or impact a specific 
dependent variable considering some research assumptions. In other words, Sen-
sitivity analysis is a calculation procedure that predicts the effects of changes of 
input data. 
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This methodology is used within Verkkopalkka integration investment and fo-
cused on some input variables, such as the effect of costs and return. Investment 
decisions are always connected to uncertainty and risk, and sensitivity analysis 
enhances examination of the project costs and investment. 
The main purpose of using sensitivity analysis within Verkkopalkka and Ubise-
cure integration is attempting to determine the impact of the project costs and 
return under different scenarios, such as expected, worst and best cases. In these 
scenarios, the analyst will determine how changes in costs and benefits will im-
pact the return on investment. 
On the other hand, it is important pointing out that this analysis is useful to esti-
mate the potential effects on investment returns. Therefore, the real benefit of this 
kind of analysis regarding the investment decision is mainly focused on evaluat-
ing the risks that the integration with Ubisecure platform would bring in differ-
ent use case scenarios. 
There are also some disadvantages related to sensitivity analysis for investments 
decisions. Those disadvantages come more evident when investments are com-
plex and their evaluation have strong dependencies with several factors. The sen-
sitivity analysis of Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration does not have strong de-
pendencies with either external or internal factors because the analysis is only 
based on changes regarding two variables: cost and benefit. 
4.6.2. Method 
In order to get proper sensitivity analysis results, it is important providing a re-
liable method that defines a set of steps including all the necessary elements to 
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carry out a detailed integration investment analysis. This method is composed of 
the next five steps: 
1. Define a set of relevant input variables: Evaluating return on investments 
depending on variables changes require that these two input variables are 
costs and benefit. 
These variables are going to be evaluated separately to see the return on 
investment variations under the perspective of two different variables 
changes. 
2. Determine the values range for the input variables: Costs and benefit are 
variables that move over the SEK currency domain. This domain will in-
clude values that are calculated by either increasing or decreasing percent-
ages of the real cost and benefit values described in section 5.5. 
3. Identify which are the minimum and maximum cost and benefit values 
for the investment to be in the profitable range: These values are going to 
depend on negative and positive percentages when calculating the results. 
4. Identify a criteria to evaluate the investment success: In this step, it is rel-
evant mentioning that the criteria must be quantitative to ensure a correct 
analysis of results. 
The criteria to evaluate Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration investment is 
based on partial sensitivity analysis and best-worst case scenarios, and is 
focused on evaluating return on investment results depending on changes 
in two different variables. 
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5. Analyse and interpret the results: The results are analysed in the next sec-
tion. They provide a detailed description of main findings and how 
changes in costs and benefit range affect the return on investment. 
This analysis focuses on providing a clear and simple overview of the in-
vestment under different conditions. 
4.6.3. Analysis and Results 
This section shows the sensitivity analysis and results related to return on invest-
ment depending on total cost of ownership and benefit in two separate subsec-
tions. This analysis follows the method explained in the previous section and it 
is focused on partial analysis and best-worst case scenarios. 
4.6.3.1 Partial analysis by total cost of ownership changes 
In order to ensure a complete overview of the results, it is relevant performing a 
partial analysis of the return on investment when it is affected by total cost of 
ownership. This overview will provide relevant information to analyze and ex-
tract different kind of conclusions. 
Table 3 shows an overview of different variations related to return on investment 
depending on changes in costs. These changes are expressed in cost percentages 
variations having as reference point the real expected value. 
These cost calculations take as reference value the total cost of ownership for the 
Ubisecure integration in 2015, the percentages are distributed from -5% to 
110,39% to analyze the behavior of the return on investment. This analysis fol-
lows the methodology steps mentioned in the previous section. 
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Table 3.) Return on Investment by costs changes 
The evaluation criteria is based on partial analysis. Regarding the partial analy-
sis, the selected variable is costs, its value has changed while benefit variable 
keeps constant, and return on investment has change accordingly in response to 
the effect of cost changes. 
The effect of changes in costs shows that 5 percent reduction in cost would lead 
into a 121,4 percent of return on investment, 5 percent increase would result in 
100,38 percent of return, 10 percent increase would bring 91,27 percent, 20 per-
cent would result into 75,33 percent, 50 percent into 40,27 percent, and 110,39 
increase in cost would result in 0 percent of return which means no profit. 
In figure 7, it is possible to see how the return on investment decreases rapidly 
when the cost percentage increases. In the selected range of values when the total 
cost of ownership percentage moves towards negative values the return on in-
vestment brings positive profit. When the cost increases over 110, 39 percent, 
therefore there is not profit anymore and return on investment moves towards 
negative values. 
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Figure 7.) Comparison % TCO variation against % ROI. 
4.6.3.2 Partial analysis by benefit changes 
This section focuses on providing a deeper overview of what would happen 
whether the benefit value changes proportionally in terms of percentage. This 
percentage is calculated based on real values obtained from the integration pro-
ject results. The changes in the values are performed according to a range of neg-
ative and positive percentages. 
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Table 4 shows the results of return on investment when the benefit variable 
changes in terms of positive and negative percentage. The value reference point 
is the real expected result related to the benefit obtained from the integration. The 
changes in the benefit result are calculated according to a range of different per-
centages. 
The benefit calculations take as reference value the benefit result for the Verk-
kopalkka-Ubisecure integration in 2015, this reference value is associated to 0 
percent in table 4. The percentages are distributed from 5 percent t -52,47 percent 
to analyze the behavior of the return on investment. This analysis follows the 
methodology steps mentioned in the method section. 
 
Table 4.) Return on Investment by benefit changes 
The evaluation criteria is based on partial analysis and the selected variable is the 
benefit that the integration provides. The benefit value has changed while the 
total cost of ownership variable value keeps constant. The return on investment 
has change according to the effect of benefit changes that are calculated depend-
ing on the percentages visible in table 4. 
The effect of changes in the benefit variable shows that 5 percent increase in the 
benefit would lead into a 120,91 percent of return on investment, 5 percent re-
duction would result in 99,87 percent of return, 10 percent reduction would bring 
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89,35 percent, 20 percent would result into 68,31 percent, 50 percent into 5,19 per-
cent, and 52,47 reduction in benefit would result in 0 percent of return which 
means no profit. 
In figure 8, it is possible to see how the return on investment decreases rapidly 
when the benefit percentage decreases. In the selected range of values when the 
benefit percentage moves towards positive values the return on investment 
brings positive profit. When the benefit decreases over -52,47 percent, therefore 
there is not profit anymore and return on investment moves towards negative 
values. 
 
Figure 8.) Comparison % Benefit variation against % ROI. 
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4.6.3.3 Analysis of best and worst case scenarios 
This sensitivity analysis shows how a range of possible costs and benefit out-
comes affect the return on investment. These two variables outcomes take as ref-
erence point their respective expected values which were calculated in a previous 
chapter. Once the reference point is set up then worst and best cases are calcu-
lated according to different kind of assumptions. 
In order to perform the best case scenario analysis, it is necessary using the most 
beneficial and favourable assumptions about the variables outcomes. Regarding 
the worst case scenario, the least favourable assumptions are used to perform 
calculation and further analysis. 
Table 5 shows different return on investment results that vary based on combi-
nations of worst, expect and best scenarios for cost and benefit variables values. 
Return on investment results moves between a range of negative and positive 
value results that depend on benefit and cost variable values for different case 
scenarios. 
 
Table 5.) ROI results for best and worst case scenarios 
For the return on investment of Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration, the best 
case scenario is visible when the benefit increases 5 percent its expected value 
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and the cost decreases -5 percent its respective expected value. These values 
would bring around 132,53 percent of return on investment, which means the 
integration would increase the profit under assumed beneficial conditions. 
The worst case would happen when the benefit value is reduced -52,47 percent 
from its expected value and the cost value is increased 110,39 percent from its 
respective expected value. These values would lead into around -52,46 percent of 
return on investment, which means the integration would bring excessively neg-
ative profit. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Technology management and strategy are powerful concepts that require good 
knowledge of latest technologies and business models in order to make proper 
investment decisions that improve existing software solutions. Verkkopalkka 
and Ubisecure integration solution is mainly designed to fulfill business require-
ments that focus on increasing profit, reducing internal processes overhead and 
providing better and more flexible identity management and administration 
functionalities to existing and new customers. 
In 2015, ROI is higher and TCO is lower for Ubisecure integration compared to 
custom. This result shows the integration has been a proper choice for the benefit 
of the business. Regarding 2016, ROI is slightly higher and TCO is relatively 
lower for Ubisecure integration compared to custom. The integration choice is 
still going to bring profit during that year. According to the results for 2015 and 
2016, return on investment is more beneficial for the business with Ubisecure in-
tegration rather than the Custom solution which turned to be more expensive. 
Number of payslips processed in VP is growing every year which means more 
revenue. This is a good indicator to see the Verkkopalkka-Ubisecure integration 
is bringing new customers. On the other hand, the big costs come from develop-
ment and bank fees. This is something that affect a percentage of the total costs 
and need to be reviewed to improve the business conditions of Verkkopalkka 
solution. 
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Sensitivity analysis shows different kind of possible situations to understand bet-
ter how some dependent variables values affect the behaviour of return on in-
vestment results. According to the sensitivity analysis the best case scenario 
would happen when the costs are reduced and benefit increased. The worst case 
scenario would happen when the costs increase substantially and the benefit de-
creases substantially as well. 
The outcome of this work could be used as a generic approach applicable to sim-
ilar situations where it is important evaluating whether specific technology in-
vestments are profitable in the long and short term. In order to reuse the result 
of this work within different IT projects that involve technology integrations be-
tween different platforms, it is necessary following the methodology explained 
in previous chapters to evaluate the return on investment results, considering 
what would happen under different project investment decisions. 
A generic reusable methodology would include two main steps: (1) evaluation 
and comparison of return on investment and total cost of ownership for at least 
two different investment decisions and periods, and (2) sensitivity analysis that 
would provide a better and deeper understanding of the results regarding the 
investment decision from the cost and benefit angles. 
The first step requires as input the benefit obtained from the integration project 
for at least two years, as well as, the costs associated to each of those years. These 
input data will be used to calculated return on investment and total cost of own-
ership over the selected years. A separate comparison of the benefit and cost per 
year is relevant to identify the differences between possible decisions to either 
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choose the most adequate for the interest of the company or provide an overview 
of how profitable and beneficial was the actual investment decision. 
The second step focuses on the effect of separate changes in two input variables: 
benefit and cost. Once these two variables are defined as the input for the sensi-
tivity analysis, the following actions are related to: determine the values range 
for the input variables, identify which are the minimum and maximum values 
for the investment to be in the profitable range, identify a criteria to evaluate the 
investment success and analyse and interpret the results. 
The results are analysed in two separate contexts that provide a detailed descrip-
tion of the findings and how separate changes in costs and benefit affect the re-
turn on investment. These two contexts are focused on partial analysis and best-
worst case scenarios. This analysis should provide enough information to have a 
clear and simple overview of the investment under different conditions that af-
fect the final result. 
Finally, it is possible to conclude that this approach is very simple to follow and 
applicable to different scenarios and companies where it is necessary evaluating 
technology investments that are meant to increase the profit of a certain business. 
The profitability of a certain business is a key factor to keep alive products within 
their respective markets and a very important measurement to see in how good 
or bad shape the business is at the moment. 
Technology investments are one the most relevant elements that companies use 
to improve existing products. This kind of expenses have to be well understood 
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by managers who should be able to evaluate correctly the impact and mecha-
nisms to justify and carry out technology improvements that potential would end 
up in providing more profitability to the company. 
In order to increase profitability of specific products, it is usually necessary mak-
ing a proper technology investment, particularly in situations where the software 
product is outdated or carry technology weaknesses that the market does not 
tolerate. Technology investments are often difficult to make because there are 
many internal and external factors that influence the decision. Making a product 
more profitable is a process that has to consider different technologies and solu-
tions comparable across the time, short-long term costs and return on investment. 
New and better technologies offer solutions to make existing business easier and 
reduce overhead in certain areas. The integration between Verkkopalkka and 
Ubisecure is a good example of a proper investment decision that brings benefit 
to the company and customers reducing overhead and optimizing some pro-
cesses. It is important to mention that technology investments have to be vali-
dated against approaches as the described in this work. 
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